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I am a Woman who has endured repeated, violent sexual assaults since being rendered 

INTENTIONALLY homeless and destitute March 19 2020 by outrageous organized gang 

stalking crimes of hate, war and genocide perpetuated against me in continual attempts to end 

my life. I am the continuous victim of hate crimes, racism and violent sexual assaults as I 

attempted to maintain a roof over my head, security and safety after being unlawfully force 

evicted from my stolen private In Trust property. 

I identify as a Woman in need of protection because I AM A WOMAN IN NEED OF 

PROTECTION as decades of organized gang stalking by “public servants”, select members of 

the public, racism, discrimination, violence, slander, unsolicited attacks, attempted murder, 

continual injustice and targeting due to my sex, proven remnant race, cultural heritage and 

ethnic identity. 

This deposition will provide proof of a sexual assault I endured and whom is responsible for this 

violent crime and subsequent continued vicious crimes committed by the perpetrator after the 

rape. As shown “sexual assault violates the victim’s fundamental rights, including the 

right to physical and psychological integrity and security of the Woman, the victim.” 

 

Due to severe traumatic damages from the 

violence perpetrated against me and the resulting 

acute psychological injuries I am unable to function 

as I normally would. I endure severe, debilitating 

chronic fatigue, the aftermath of being continually 

sexually assaulted since the summer of 2020. This 

presentation of truth may be disjointed, difficult to 

follow or understand to no fault of my own. I will do 

the best I can considering the dire circumstances 

that have been created for me by those who hate 

me and seek to cause me irreparable harm, loss 

and injury in continual attempts to end my life.  

I will be utilizing cases of rape and society’s 

definition of rape to educate those who will be 

providing the appropriate compensation as lawfully 

and legally required.  

I am a Woman from a foreign jurisdiction that 

knows the Torah is the non-negotiable Law. This 

“country” is also aware Torah is the Law as the Instructions of Life and Life more abundantly sit 

on the witness box of every commonwealth courtroom. I am an expert on the Law of my people. 

The peculiar people, chosen trained experts in Law, Justice, Remedy, Relief and Restoration 

understand the damage caused by rape is the equivalent to murder. With each rape I have 

endured I have become less and less capable of functioning as the Woman I once was.  

The following information has been researched to provide proof I have been raped according to 

Canadian court and society’s definition of this hate crime against Women who endure this level 

of racism, violence, discrimination and destruction. I am in possession of the proof of rape by 

the assailant as I was wise enough to save the prophylactic utilized during the violent assault. 
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Once the criminal was aware I had saved proof of the rape it orchastrated a hate crime to 

vandalize my PRIVATE AUTOMOBILE, which is considered "consumer goods" knowing I have 

zero financial resources to restore the damage and replace the entire window.  

What Is Sexual Assault? | Éducaloi 

https://educaloi.qc.ca/en/capsules/what-is-

sexual-assault/  

Irreparable injuries and harm caused by criminal 

agents for CIBC, Fulton & Co., Cox Taylor, BC 

Attorney Generals, BC Supreme Court et al. 

stealing the entire estate of Gerald Wayne Jack 

Daley from his Executrix, common law spouse 

and beneficiary has resulted in multiple sexual 

assaults on their intended despised target, me, 

Victoria.  

I am being forced against my will to engage in 

acts of prostitution in attempt to maintain the 

lifestyle I’d grown accustomed while with my 

spouse. Agents of BCSC had a fiduciary duty to 

make sure I was not rendered homeless and 

destitute instead each agent committed obviously 

intentional malicious acts of fraud, bad faith, 

hate, liquidation and misfeasance in public office. 

Well aware I am not engaging my species whom 

are Men and Women I am being forced into acts 

of sheer perversion known in my culture as 

beastiality with RH positive male beasts whom I 

insist, provide safe working conditions. I have 

been irreparably harmed by deception or outright 

refusal after these conditions have been 

understood and agreed upon.  

No Woman forced into prostitution agrees to 

engage in unsafe working conditions. I do not 

consent to dangerous employment environments. 

I am made to believe I will be safe and respected 

by males who wish to engage services to provide 

for my needs. I’m being forced into destruction 

against my will by those who stole my homestead 

and the entire estate of my common-law spouse.  

I have been made victim to repeated sexual 

assaults since the summer of 2020 after multiple 

attempts to access the liquid assets of the estate 

of which I have legal and lawful control, to no 

https://educaloi.qc.ca/en/capsules/what-is-sexual-assault/
https://educaloi.qc.ca/en/capsules/what-is-sexual-assault/
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avail. Now one of these violent assailants “James/Jim” has decided to destroy my PRIVATE 

AUTOMOBILE window. An act of retaliation. An act of hate. An act of vandalism. Here is the 

proof of violent crimes against me.   

SECTION 2 – CRIME INFORMATION 

This male human goes by “James” or “Jim”. It was only 

interested in making sure I believed it was a billionaire 

who had been in Forbes magazine in the top ten riches 

in California. I researched this information to find it a lie.   

“Jim” explained I’d only be abused by abusers on 

“secretbenefits” then turns out to be an abuser using 

that site to seek the weak and vulnerable as those types 

are easy targets with little to no recourse as “police” and 

society looks down on Women forced into prostitution. 

We only met a few times. I did notice his profile was not 

an honest portrayal of reality as can be seen in the 

bottom screenshot red circles. This verbal “sugar baby” 

contract was established afternoon of Sept. 26 2021. 

The arrangement was “Jim” would provide $1500 per 

month to cover my living expenses and storage locker 

fee in exchange for companionship/”pay for play”.  

Later that afternoon there was an incident that left me 

reeling after it was over. After being “served” “Jim” 

promised before he left to e-transfer $1500 before the 

end of the day as it was already the twenty-sixth and 

urgent monthly expenses would be due. 

I heard nothing nor did I receive the e-transfer as agreed 

upon for services rendered. I cannot afford to work for 

free. The next day I reached out. Screenshots of the 

conservation have been included on the following page to 

provide proof of hate and sexual assault. “Jim” responds 

in the grey bubbles. At one point this predator threatens 

“I’ll have a real nightmare on my hands” if I pursue 

justice. As shown uttering threats and intimidation 

are criminal offences committed against me by violent 

criminal “Jim”. 

November 26 2021 approximately 9:44 pm I went 

outside to see my beloved private automobile vandalized. 

The front desk manager had proof of this hate crime on 

the building’s CCTV. I do believe this would be of some 

interest to BC public servants in “law enforcement” as I 
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understand an explosive device was attached to the window by the hired criminal who then left. 

Minutes later the window explodes everywhere, mostly inside the automobile. This hate crime 

was reported to those acting as “Saanich Police Department” who refuse to investigate or speak 

to me due to their proven hatred of & for my remnant race, the peculiar people. 
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A COPY of the CCTV FOOTAGE of the BROAD DAYLIGHT HATE CRIME ASSAULT and 

VANDALISM OF MY PRIVATE AUTOMOBILE “bought and paid for” BY THE RAPIST “Jim” IS 

HELD BY THOSE ACTING AS “SAANICH POLICE DEPARTMENT” File No. SA21-27017. I have 

been severely mentally, emotionally and spiritually caused traumatic injuries as I did witness 

the targeted destruction of my property. An automobile the rapist knew had incredible 

sentimental value to me so intentionally destroyed it to cause me an irreparable level of harm, 

loss and injury. 
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SEXUAL DEVIANT and criminal known as “Jim” has INTENTIONALLY 

ENDANGERED My Life by making through vandalism my private automobile 

UNSAFE, UNSECURE https://youtu.be/wHM4XaSxCYQ. Now each time 

I:Woman utilize My private property to travel I am exposed to DANGER 

and/or HARM. Do YOU understand the rules of society? 

https://youtu.be/wHM4XaSxCYQ
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Here are some of the ACUTE SYMPTOMS OF TRAUMA I now live with every second. Due to 

years of violent asssaults and refusal of service by agents of “SAANICH POLICE DEPARTMENT” 

the Red Lion Staff insisted those acting as “Saanich Police Department” obtain a copy of the 

CCTV footage of the hate crime and violent assault on my property yet not once have I heard a 

word regarding the alleged investigation. I only have the police file number as I called Saanich 

PD reception to be told a public servant would call yet I’ve yet to hear a word from anyone 

regarding these violent crimes as I have proof of HATE and REFUSAL OF SERVICE or 

PROTECTION and PERPETUAL VIOLENT ASSAULTS from countless members of said fraturnity.  
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As a victim of continuous violent assaults, in this deposition victim of sexual assault and other 

hate crimes it is no wonder to me that other victims of sexual assault most often are 

compensated in the hundreds of thousands of dollars as shown on page 14 of this presentation 

as there is no way to restore the victim back to where they were before the act of murder was 

committed. In the PERFECT Law of my hated race, the peculiar people, in Torah also known as 

“the Way, the Truth and the Life”, the punishment for rape is the death of the rapist as the 

harm, loss and injury to the victim, in essence, is the loss of their life and enjoyment of life. 
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It is imperative at this point in this PROOF OF SEXUAL ASSAULT deposition to explain my 

unalienable rights as a Woman in need of protection to those who are employed by this 

public service agency, as required by law, must provide the appropriate compensation 

posthaste. As I am a Woman of a foreign culture, race and identifiable group known as “the 

peculiar people” I insist on reminding public service agents of this public service of the Act for 

the preservation and enhancement of multiculturalism in Canada as it includes the protections 

for my hated, targeted race in the ICERD=(International Convention on the Elimination 

of All Forms of Racial Discrimination), ICESCR=(International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights) and CEDAW=(Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 

Discrimination Against Women). 
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As a righteous Woman belonging to a foreign identifiable group, I am deeply concerned as I 

should be this BC public service agency has made the illegal, unconscionable decision to refuse 

to provide PAIN and SUFFERING compensation to victims of sexual assault in the Province of 

British Columbia. This is a myriad of criminal offences to refuse to provide PAIN and SUFFERING 

recompense to those unfortunate enough to be victims of, in truth, an act of murder. BE 

AWARE: to be raped is an assault on not only the physical body but also the mental, emotional 

and spiritual wellbeing of the victim.   

The information on the left is from a 

Canadian federal government website 

on the courts decision to how much 

compensation must be provided to 

victims of sexual assault as it pertains 

to “PAIN and SUFFERING”. 

As stated, pain and suffering 

compensation works in conjunction 

with the other damages due to victims 

of this level of outrageous violence 

against Women. As a victim I will not 

allow others to refuse to ignore the 

operation as a whole of “pain and 

suffering, future income loss, 

diminution of earning capacity, and 

punitive damages” to me as a victim 

of sexual assault & hate. 

As a Woman of Truth, I am aware 

private for profit “Province of BC” is 

hoarding over 7 billion dollars so to 

have any excuse of lack of financial 

resources is more crime, namely fraud 

and theft against a victim of crime. 

As shown Supreme Court of Canada 

upholds a standing ruling of 

compensation for pain and suffering 

for sexual assault victims of AT 

MINIMUM $125,000.00 which 

must be, by law and International 

Conventions calculated into the 

other compensation to be provided to 

me, the completely destroyed victim, 

forthwith as the Act being utilized by 

this public service agency is only A 

GUIDELINE not THE LAW.  
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I:Woman of foreign “from above” jurisdiction known on the land as “Victoria Ann 

Nevens” identify as Special Counsel and Special Prosecutor now take over the 

adjudication process for this third rape and subsequent violence, harm, loss and 

damage to my personal property pursuant to My inalienable rights enshrined in the  

CEDAW=(Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women) 

Article 15 (1)(2)(3) 

ICERD=(International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination) 

Article 5 (a)(b)(c)(d, ix), and 

ICESCR=(International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights) Article 1 (1) Article 2 (1)      

(3 a-c) Article 3 Article 5 (1)(3) Article 7 Article 8 (1)(2)(3 a) Article 14 (1) Article 

17 (1)(2) Article 20 (1)(2) Article 21 Article 25 (a) Article 26 Article 27 Article 47  

In the culture of the righteous the victim of the crime is the prosecutor and makes 

up one of three making judicial decisions based on THE LIVING LAW therefore it has 

been LAWFULLY DETERMINED the victim, the Woman known as “Victoria Ann 

Nevens” will receive without delay, excuse or reconsideration 

$450,000.00 in compensation 

$200,000.00 due in “pain and suffering” recompense. $250,000.00 for future 

income loss, diminution of earning capacity and punitive damages. 

IN THE VICTIM’S INALIENABLE RIGHT TO MAKE DECISIONS and in accordance with 

the “rules of society” where ALL ARE EQUAL BEFORE THE LAW and HAVE EQUAL 

ACCESS TO THE LAW WITHOUT DISCRIMINATION “Jim” the violent assailant MUST be 

held IN PRISON for no less than 15 years and be forced to take forensic 

counselling “psycho-educational” therapy to rehabilitate its foul character and 

“above the law” arrogant attitude. THIS LIVING LAW DECISION IS PROVIDED 

WITHOUT PREJUDICE and WITHOUT RECOURSE as JUSTICE MUST BE 

SERVED according the cultural heritage and ethnic identity for victims of my 

rare remnant race of Living (Wo)Men. 

ALL FEDERAL and PROVINCIAL PUBLIC SERVANTS INCLUDING ALL FOREIGN AGENT “BAR 

MEMBERS” WILL and MUST COOPERATE TO CARRY OUT THE SENTENCE PROVIDED TO THE 

CRIMINAL MALE MONSTER FORTHWITH. IF THERE IS “PAPERWORK” REQUIRED BY CRIMINAL 

ORGANIZATION PRIVATE for PROFIT “the PROVINCE of BRITISH COLUMBIA” AS PER THIS 

JUDGEMENT THAT IS THE BUSINESS OF THE PERSON ACTING AS CURRENT “ATTORNEY 

GENERAL” the female known as Niki SHARMA and its PUBLIC SERVANT staff. This person or 

persons will be provided full access to my expert counsel if be necessary. 

Do YOU understand? 


